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Abstract

The goal of this research is to develop algorithms using low-resolution images to perceive and understand a typical indoor environment and thereby enable a mobile robot to autonomously navigate such an environment. We present techniques for three problems: autonomous exploration, corridor classification, and minimalistic geometric representation of an indoor environment for navigation. First, we present a technique for mobile robot exploration in unknown indoor environments using only a single forward-facing camera. Rather than processing all the data, the method intermittently examines only small 32 × 24 downsampled grayscale images. We show that for the task of indoor exploration the visual information is highly redundant, allowing successful navigation even using only a small fraction (0.02%) of the available data. The method keeps the robot centered in the corridor by estimating two state parameters: the orientation within the corridor and the distance to the end of the corridor. The orientation is determined by combining the results of five complementary measures, while the estimated distance to the end combines the results of three complementary measures. These measures, which are predominantly information-theoretic, are analyzed independently, and the combined system is tested in several unknown corridor buildings exhibiting a wide variety of appearances, showing the sufficiency of low-resolution visual information for mobile robot exploration. Because the algorithm discards such a large percentage (99.98%) of the information both spa-
tially and temporally, processing occurs at an average of 1000 frames per second, or equivalently takes a small fraction of the CPU.

Second, we present an algorithm using image entropy to detect and classify corridor junctions from low resolution images. Because entropy can be used to perceive depth, it can be used to detect an open corridor in a set of images recorded by turning a robot at a junction by 360 degrees. Our algorithm involves detecting peaks from continuously measured entropy values and determining the angular distance between the detected peaks to determine the type of junction that was recorded (either middle, L-junction, T-junction, dead-end, or cross junction). We show that the same algorithm can be used to detect open corridors from both monocular as well as omnidirectional images.

Third, we propose a minimalistic corridor representation consisting of the orientation line (center) and the wall-floor boundaries (lateral limit). The representation is extracted from low-resolution images using a novel combination of information theoretic measures and gradient cues. Our study investigates the impact of image resolution upon the accuracy of extracting such a geometry, showing that centerline and wall-floor boundaries can be estimated with reasonable accuracy even in texture-poor environments with low-resolution images. In a database of 7 unique corridor sequences for orientation measurements, less than 2% additional error was observed as the resolution of the image decreased by 99.9%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Low resolution vision

It has been known for some time that natural visual systems contain parallel pathways for recognition and guidance [100, 94, 77]. While recognition capabilities deteriorate severely under poor visual conditions such as low-resolution or low illumination, guidance capabilities remain largely intact. Studying the behavior of human drivers under adverse conditions, Leibowitz et al. [48, 69, 11] proposed the “selective degradation hypothesis” to explain the fact that some visual abilities such as vehicle steering and speed control remain relatively easy despite significant loss in visual acuity and color vision. Their psychovisual experiments revealed that the subjective magnitude of vection (that is, the vivid sensation of self-motion induced by optical flow in the visual field) is unaffected by reductions of luminance of eight orders of magnitude and by refractive errors of up to 20 diop ters. In contrast, virtually all aspects of focal vision (e.g., visual acuity, peak contrast sensitivity, and accommodation) deteriorate rapidly when light levels drop from daytime to night. Therefore, it seems plausible that artificial robotic systems should be capable of solving guidance
tasks such as exploration and navigation even with impoverished sensing.

In related research, Schneider [2] showed that animals with poor vision were able to orient themselves toward salient visual events. This research not only confirms the use of low resolution sensor data but also highlights a specific application, namely, detecting salient regions in the visual field. Similarly, we envision mobile robotic systems that automatically orient themselves toward visually salient regions (or locations) using low-resolution images. For example, a mobile robot could measure the image entropy (as an information theoretic measure of saliency) in order to orient itself toward an open corridor (the salient region).

Furthermore, psychological studies have shown that a human’s gaze while driving or walking is determined largely by minimalistic information from the environment. More specifically, people tend to focus their eye gaze on the direction of the goal and also along bend points (tangent points) in curved roadways [102, 47]. Therefore, in indoor corridor environments we expect a minimalistic representation (consisting of vanishing points and wall-floor boundaries) to be sufficient for mobile robot navigation.

There has also been psychological and artistic perception of low-resolution vision, in which low-resolution movies are produced using very few LEDs (pixelated representation).\(^1\) Even though the individual objects are not discernible at that resolution, the human visual system is able to fill in gaps in the abstract data [24], making the moving image perceivable. Such work validates the concept of low-resolution imagery.

\(^1\)http://www.jimcampbell.tv/portfolio/low_resolution_works/
Figure 1.1: A typical corridor image at seven different resolutions. Even in resolutions as low as $32 \times 24$, it is easy to recognize the structure of the corridor. For display purposes, the downsampled images we resized so that all of the images are shown in the same size.

1.2 The three problems

Motivated by these psychological studies, we present solutions to three problems. First we present an algorithm for estimating the robot’s orientation in the corridor along with its distance to the end of the corridor to enable autonomous exploration in a typical unknown indoor environment. Our solution combines a number of complementary information theoretic measures obtained from low-resolution grayscale images. After describing these individual measures, we present an integrated system that is able to autonomously explore an unknown indoor environment, recovering from difficult situations like corners, blank walls, and initial heading toward a wall. All of this behavior is accomplished at a rate of 1000 Hz on a standard computer using only 0.02% of the information available from a standard color VGA $(640 \times 480)$ video camera, discarding 99.98% of the information.

Second, we present a simple peak detection algorithm using a mixture of Gaussians to detect and classify corridor junctions from forward facing monocular as well
as omnidirectional images. We show that entropy alone as a measure is enough to
detect open corridors even at a resolution as low as $32 \times 24$. We present an analy-
sis of the relationship between image entropy and depth of a corridor in an indoor
environment. The spatial property of entropy can be used to give a description of
corridor depth that has direct applications in autonomous corridor navigation using
monocular vision.

Third, we propose a minimalistic representation of a corridor using three lines
that capture the center of the corridor, the left wall-floor boundary, and the right
wall-floor boundary — the intersection of the orientation (center) line with the wall-
floor boundary detected is the vanishing point. We combine ceiling lights with other
metrics such as maximum entropy and maximum symmetry to estimate the center
of the corridor when ceiling lights are not visible. We also introduce the use of
a measure of local contrast in pixels as explained by Ullman [95] for reducing the
effect of specular reflections off the floor and walls. In our experiments, we present
data to establish the best resolution for a mobile robot to explore an indoor corridor,
considering the accuracy and time efficiency. Although higher resolutions may provide
richer information like door frames and sign recognition, which can be used for scene
interpretation, they are not necessary for basic robot navigation tasks.

For all three problems, we use low-resolution $32 \times 24$ grayscale images. For
all results, we simply downsample the image without smoothing, which decreases
computation time significantly by avoiding touching every pixel. Although there
are good theoretical reasons to smooth before downsampling, we adopt this extreme
approach to test the limits of such an idea. From the example in Figure 1.1, it can be
seen that the discernible elements of a corridor that enable recognition remain fairly
consistent across resolutions until $32 \times 24$.

Why study low resolution? First, the reduced amount of data available leads to
greatly reduced processing times, which can be used either to facilitate the use of low-cost, low-power embedded processors, or to free up the processor to spend more cycles on higher-level focal vision tasks such as recognition. Secondly, the impoverished sensor necessarily limits the variety of algorithms that can be applied, thus providing focus and faster convergence to the research endeavor. Finally, by restricting ourselves to such impoverished sensory data, it is possible to make quantitative claims about how much information is needed to accomplish a given task.

1.3 Monocular vision as the sensor

Vision is potentially more informative than other sensors because vision provides different kinds of information about the environment, while other sensors (such as sonars or lasers) only provide depth. For landmark detection and recognition, vision provides direct ways to do so and is easy to represent because of the close relation to the way humans understand landmarks. In addition lasers are expensive and power-hungry, and sonars cause interference.

Navigating with a single camera is not easy. Perhaps this is why many approaches rely upon depth measurements from sonars, lasers, or stereo cameras to solve the problem. Granted, knowledge of distances to either wall, the shape of obstacles, and so on, would be directly useful for localizing the robot and building a geometric map of the environment. Stereo vision has its own difficulties (e.g., it requires texture to compute correspondence, is computationally expensive and produces inaccurate results for many pixels). Indoor environments in particular often lack texture, rendering stereo matching an elusive problem in such places. In contrast, humans are quite good at navigating indoors with one eye closed, even with blurry vision, thus motivating us to find a different solution.
1.4 What resolution is needed?

1.4.1 Information content in an image

To get a sense of the visible content in a typical corridor image, Fig. 1.2 shows an example image at successively downsampled resolutions. It can be seen that as the image is decreased in size from $640 \times 480$ to $32 \times 24$, the corridor remains recognizable. However, at the resolution of $16 \times 12$, a noticeable drop in recognizability occurs, in which it is difficult to discern that the image is of a corridor at all. This observation is confirmed by noting that the Fourier coefficients are dominated by the low-frequency terms.

To quantify these results, let $I : \Omega \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$ be a grayscale image, where $\mathbf{x} = (x, y) \in \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^2$ are the coordinates of a pixel in the image plane, $v \in \mathcal{V} = \{0, \ldots, 2^n - 1\}$ is a scalar intensity value, and $n$ is the number of bits per pixel. If we assume that the pixel values in the image were drawn independently according to the probability mass function (PMF) $p(v)$, then we can say that

$$H(V; I) = \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} -p(v) \log p(v), \quad (1.1)$$

is a measure of the information content in the image, where $H(V; I)$ is the entropy\footnote{Note that by the term entropy, we mean the quantity defined according to information theory. Other definitions of entropy, such as those used in thermodynamics or other fields, are not relevant to this work.} of a random variable $V$ with PMF $p(v)$. Typically $p(v)$ is estimated by the normalized graylevel histogram of the image. The entropy of an image is a scalar representing the statistical measure of randomness that can be used to characterize its texture. According to Shannon’s theory of entropy [82], the entropy is the measure of information content of a random variable and the rarer the random variable’s occurrence
Figure 1.2: **Top:** A typical corridor shown at different image resolutions. As the image resolution drops from $640 \times 480$ to $32 \times 24$, the pattern of the corridor is still observable, but at $16 \times 12$ it is difficult to recognize the scene at all. **Bottom:** The corresponding Fourier coefficients (logarithmic display) show that the low frequency coefficients are more prominent.

the greater the information content of the random variable. Fig. 1.3 shows that for a variety of environments, the entropy of an image does not change significantly as the image is downsized from $640 \times 480$ to $32 \times 24$. In fact, at the latter resolution, there is only a 5% drop in entropy from the original image. However, as the resolution drops below $32 \times 24$, the entropy drops sharply.

Of course, the entropy of the random variable associated with the graylevel values of the pixels in an image is not the only way to measure information content. As a result, this experiment does not necessarily establish any validity to the claim that for any given task such a resolution is sufficient. However, we argue that there is a close connection between the coarse information needed for autonomous guidance (whether exploration or navigation) of a mobile robot and the more general problem of scene recognition. In both cases, the task is aimed at gleaning summary information from the entire image rather than discovering particular identities of objects in the scene. To this end, it is interesting to note that our results are similar to those of Torralba and colleagues [90, 91]. Their independent work on determining the spatial resolution limit for scene recognition has established through psychovisual
Figure 1.3: Plots of entropy versus image resolution for four different scene types. A loss of just 5% of information occurs as the image is downsized from 640 × 480 to 32 × 24, but a sharp drop follows even lower resolutions. For each image, the inset in the lower-left corner shows the 32 × 24 version (upsampled for display) in which the scene is clearly recognizable.

experiments that 32 × 32 is sufficient for the identification of semantic categories of real world scenes. Our result of 32 × 24 is a close approximation governed by the desire to preserve the aspect ratio of the original image. As we shall see, these resolutions are corroborated by our own experiments on the specific task of autonomous exploration of a mobile robot.

1.4.2 Discernible segments in an image

A scene is often interpreted by the individual objects in it. Often objects are discernible even when the resolution is poor. Torralba et al. [91, 90] have shown that successful object segmentation and identification can be achieved by humans observing 32 × 32 color images. We see that simple computer vision based segmentation techniques show the same interesting result. The effect of k-means segmentation in an image as the resolution drops is stable. That is, the mean values remain relatively constant as the size of the image drops from 640 × 480 to 32 × 24. Furthermore,
the segments are discernible and distinct even as resolution drops and they begin to coalesce only after the resolution of $32 \times 24$. See Figures 1.4 and 1.5.

![Segmentation Results](image)

Figure 1.4: The figure shows the k-means segmentation results on a typical corridor image with $k=10$. It can be seen that the individual segments are discernible and consistent across resolutions until the resolution of $32 \times 24$. For resolutions lower than that, the segments begin to merge.

From the above discussions, we can see that there is sufficient evidence from a number of sources: psychology, independent research by Torralba et al. [90, 91], information theoretic measurements on images (entropy) and observing the segmentation of images across resolutions, that $32 \times 24$ seems to be approximately the optimal low-resolution that is necessary and sufficient for a variety of simple tasks like detection and recognition. We will show that the same confidence can be extended to robot navigation/exploration tasks.

### 1.5 Outline of this dissertation

The next chapter gives a summary of the work done previously in vision based navigation, the different approaches, the achievements, limitations, and ongoing work. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 describe the detailed structure of the algorithms, the percepts,
Figure 1.5: The variation of the mean values for different values of $k$. It can be seen that when resolution drops, the mean values do not change significantly until $32 \times 24$ after which all means converge rapidly. This highlights that objects in an image retain their composition in general as resolution drops until the approximately optimal size of $32 \times 24$. 
the visual processing for navigation. Chapter 7 discusses a number of experiments conducted on the robot in an indoor environment, with supporting plots, graphs and image sequences. These give us a sense of the reliability of the algorithms and their limitations. Chapter 8 gives a summary of the dissertation, an outline of future work and concluding discussions.
Chapter 2

Previous Work

2.1 Low-resolution vision

Experiments conducted by Torralba and Sinha [92] have established lower bounds on image resolution needed for reliable discrimination between face and non-face patterns, indicating that the human visual system is surprisingly effective at detecting faces in low resolutions. Similarly, Hayashi and Hasegawa [26] have developed a method that achieves a face detection rate of 71% for as small as $6 \times 6$ face patterns extracted from larger images. Torralba et al. [91, 90] in their recent work have presented several psychovisual experiments to show that $32 \times 24$ images are sufficient for human beings to successfully perform basic scene classification, object segmentation, identification. They have shown results on an extensively constructed database of 80 million images that make a powerful argument in favor of low-resolution vision for non-parametric object and scene recognition. The application to person detection and localization is particularly noteworthy considering that they have produced good results with low-resolution images that are comparable to that of the Viola-Jones detector which uses high-resolution images. The whole spirit
of low-resolution images provide enough information for basic visual processing. Judd et al. [34] conducted psycho-visual experiments to investigate how image resolution affects fixation locations and consistency across humans through an eye-tracking experiment. They found that fixations from lower resolution images can predict fixations on higher resolution images, that human fixations are biased toward the center for all resolutions, and this bias is stronger at lower resolutions. Furthermore they found that human fixations become more consistent as resolution increases until around 16-64 pixels (1/2 to 2 cycles per degree) after which consistency remains relatively constant despite the spread of fixations away from the center. Here again the work shows interestingly consistent results at image resolutions 32 × 32.

There is a connection between low-resolution vision and the notion of scale space [103, 50]. Scale space processing emphasizes extracting information from multiple scales and is the basis of popular feature detection algorithms such as SIFT [52] and SURF [5]. Koenderink [40] speaks of the “deep structure” within images, arguing that human visual system perceives images at several levels of resolution simultaneously. His distinction between deep and superficial structure is closely related to the distinction between focal (for recognition) and ambient (for guidance) vision [100].

There is also a recent emphasis on minimalistic sensing. Tovar et al. [93] in their recent work have developed an advanced data structure for constructing a minimal representation based entirely on critical events in online sensor measurements made by the robot. The goal was to enable mobile robotic systems to perform sophisticated visibility-based tasks with minimal sensing requirements. Because previous algorithmic efforts like SLAM often assume the availability of perfect geometric models, they are susceptible to problems such as mapping uncertainty, registration, segmentation, localization and control errors. In their work, depth discontinuities
are encoded in a simple data structure called the Gap Navigation Tree (GNT) which evolves over time from online sensor measurements (two laser range sensors), to provide the robot the shortest path to the goal. O’Kane and LaValle in their work [68] have described an ‘almost-sensorless localization’ system, using only a compass, a contact sensor and a map of the environment. Because no odometry is available, the robot can only make maximal linear motions in a chosen direction in an environment till the limits. The history of such actions is also available to the robot. They have shown that a simple system like this is actually capable of localization.

There has also been an emphasis on ‘lightweight’ or ‘low-feature’ SLAM techniques with the goal of reducing the computational burden in embedded robotic systems. Nguyen et al. [67] have developed a system that performs lightweight SLAM, an algorithm that uses only perpendicular or parallel lines in the environment for mapping because they represent the main structure of most of the indoor environments. By using orthogonality as a geometric constraint in the environment, many unwanted dynamic objects are removed in the desired reconstruction leading to a rather precise and consistent mapping. This is synonymous with the spirit of downsampling an image to remove noise/reflections. Choi et al. [16] have also developed a line-feature based SLAM in a geometrically constrained extended Kalman filter framework. They have developed an efficient line extraction algorithm that works on measurements obtained from sparse, low-grade sensors which reduce the search space by representing the indoor environment using a combination of these line features. They have shown results in which a room has been modeled using the geometry of the room as well as rectangular objects present in the room. Localization is shown to be achieved with good accuracy even with impoverished sensor information.

Representation of indoor environments has largely been geometric. While previous studies suggest that humans rely on geometric visual information (hallway
structure) rather than non-geometric visual information (e.g., doors, signs and lighting) for acquiring cognitive maps of novel indoor layouts, Kalia et al. [35] in their recent work have shown that humans rely on both geometric and non-geometric cues under constraints of low-vision.

Vision-based mobile robot navigation has been studied by many researchers. From the early work of the Stanford Cart [63] to the current Aibo (the toy robot built by Sony), navigation has been recognized as a fundamental capability that needs to be developed. According to the survey of DeSouza et al. [22], significant achievements have been made in indoor navigation, with FINALE [45] being one of the more successful systems. FINALE requires a model-based geometric representation of the environment and uses ultrasonic sensors for obstacle avoidance. NEURO-NAV [59] is another oft cited system that uses a topological representation of the environment and responds to human-like commands. RHINO [12] is an example of a robust indoor navigating robot. The highly notable NAVLAB [88] is an example of proficient outdoor navigation system which use a combination of vision and a variety of other sensors for navigation and obstacle avoidance. Moravec [63] and Nelson et al. [66], however, have emphasized the importance of low-level vision in mobile robot navigation, and Horswill [30] implemented a hierarchical and complete end-to-end vision-based navigational robot based on prior training of the environment.

Historically, low-resolution images have been used for various mobile robotic tasks because of the limitations of processing speeds. For example, in developing a tour-giving autonomous navigating robot, Horswill [31] used $64 \times 48$ images for navigation and $16 \times 12$ images for place recognition. Similarly, the ALVINN neural network controlled the autonomous CMU NAVLAB using just $30 \times 32$ images as input [70]. Robust obstacle avoidance was achieved by Lorigo et al. [51] using $64 \times 48$ images. In contrast to this historical work, our approach is driven not by hardware
limitations by rather inspired by the limits of possibility, as in Torralba et al. [91, 92] and in Basu and Li [4], who argue that different resolutions should be used for different robotic tasks. Our work is unique in that we demonstrate autonomous navigation in unknown indoor environments using not only low-resolution images but also intermittent processing.

2.2 Vision based navigation – an overview

Typically using on-board computation and standard off the shelf hardware, mobile robots using multiple sensors have been developed for land, sea and aerial navigation and are deployed in the manufacturing, military, security, consumer and entertainment industries. Vision is powerful because it is inexpensive, non-intrusive and scalable. The various ways in which vision is used for navigation have been described in detail, by Desouza et al. [22]. Vision-based navigation systems can be classified as shown in Figure 2.1 which is a summary of [22]. This thesis aims to form a bridge between map-building systems and mapless systems, thus combining the goal of autonomous exploration and mapping.

2.2.1 Mapless navigation

Mapless navigation using vision predominantly uses primitive visual competencies like measurements of 2D motion (such a optical flow), structure from motion, independent motion detection, estimating time-to-contact and object tracking [22]. While some/all of these can and have been used to develop a wandering robot, many open points of research need to be mentioned. None of these have been tested before on low-resolution systems (as low as 32 × 24). All of these visual competencies are known to face problems in textureless environments. These competencies can be used
for continuous navigation in a predictable path. At a point of discontinuity such as a corridor end, however, these competencies themselves do not provide a solution.

### 2.2.2 Map-based navigation

Map-based navigation systems are a complete solution to the goal-based navigation problem. The definition of landmarks is a vital necessity of such a system. Again, historically there have been two types of visual landmarks: Sparse feature based landmarks and higher level abstract landmarks.

- **Sparse feature based landmarks**: Some of the prominent landmarks used today to represent visual landmarks in SLAM based systems, are based on edges, rotation invariant features, or corners. These are in fact represented by the three popular visual landmark representation techniques: SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [79], Harris Corners [25] or Shi-Tomasi feature points [84]. These have the advantage of being robust, scale invariant and sparse [39]. But again the important points to be noted are as follows. These representations...
are computationally quite expensive. Some work has been done to develop real-time feature detectors, like real-time SLAM [21], GLOH [60] and SURF [6]. FAST [74, 75] is promising for high-speed, feature-based representations, but such approaches often leave little CPU time for other tasks and may not work well with textureless environments. These features work well in well-textured environments with high-resolution. In poorly textured environments with low resolution, sparse features are not robust enough. SIFT in particular is fairly sensitive to resolution and texture.

- **High level abstract landmarks**: Another way of representing landmarks is to use all of the pixels together like the entire image itself, or reduced pixel information. Template matching is a very simple, common yet powerful landmarks representation/matching technique. Histograms, color maps and other measures are also popular.

### 2.2.3 SLAM: Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

With regard to mapping, the recent developments in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) have been based primarily upon the use of range sensors [62, 72, 9]. A few researchers have applied this work to the problem of building maps using monocular cameras, such as in the vSLAM approach [37], which is a software platform for visual mapping and localization using sparse visual features. An alternate approach is that of Davison *et al.* [20, 19], who also use sparse image features to build 3D geometric maps.

In these visual SLAM techniques, either a complex matching process for a simple landmark representation [73] or a simple matching process for a complex landmark representation [79] is needed for robust robot localization. In indoor corridor
environments, however, the lack of texture poses a major obstacle to such an approach. Indeed, popular techniques such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [79] or other feature representations have difficulty in such cases. Moreover, the computationally demanding nature of these algorithms often leaves little room for additional processing, and their design requires higher resolution images.

2.2.4 Map-building based navigation

The whole task of map-building described in modern SLAM, visual or not, always has a manual/tele-operated phase [18, 78, 20]. It is important to note that in most map-building systems, the robot is controlled manually. Autonomous navigation is rare, and autonomous vision-based mapping is even more rare [22]. Notable initiatives include the work done by Matsumoto et al. [55], who used omnidirectional cameras with stereo and optical flow to control navigation, and Shah et al. [81], who implemented an autonomous navigation system using a calibrated fish eye stereo lens system. However, these approaches require specialized cameras. Similarly, autonomous vision-based navigation is rare, with many techniques requiring a training phase in which the robot is controlled manually [8, 13, 56, 57, 33]. As a result, efficient autonomous map building of indoor environments using a single off-the-shelf camera has remained an elusive problem.

Team ARobAS of INRIA have made a compelling statement in their annual report [87] about the incompleteness of SLAM. They state that the problem of explorative motion strategy of the robot (or reactive navigation) has rarely been a part of SLAM. They argue that autonomous navigation and SLAM cannot be treated separately and that a unified framework is needed for perception, modeling and control. Very few notable initiatives have completely automated the system for collecting the
data required to build a map while navigating. Robust perception is a basic necessity for a navigating robot that can be deployed in an environment without human intervention.

It is also important to distinguish our work from the large body of SLAM literature [89]. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) aims to produce a map of the environment while at the same time determining the robot’s location within the map. Such approaches do not typically focus on autonomous exploration. One notable exception is the RatSLAM system [61], which is capable of robust autonomous exploration, mapping, localization, and navigation using a combination of vision, laser, sonar, and odometry sensors. RatSLAM is inspired by biological systems which demonstrate the ability to build and maintain spatial representations that are used as the basis of goal directed navigation throughout the lifetime of the organism. The localization and mapping algorithm is based on computational models of parts of the rodent’s brain. The system built was a mobile robotic platform that is capable of mock delivery tasks in an office building. However even though vision is used in the mapping process, only lasers, sonars, and odometry are used to aid autonomous navigation around obstacles and straight line navigation. In contrast, our approach achieves more modest objectives but relies on vision alone.
Chapter 3

Estimating the Orientation in a Corridor

In order for a mobile robot to autonomously maneuver through an indoor office environment, one obvious parameter that must be estimated is the robot’s orientation within the corridor. We propose to combine five complementary ways of estimating this value from low-resolution images: the entropy of the image, the symmetry as measured by mutual information, aggregate phase, vanishing points using self-similarity of the image, and the median of the bright pixels. The goal is to learn a mapping $f : I \rightarrow \theta$, where $I$ is the low-resolution image and $\theta$ is the orientation of the robot with respect the primary axis of the corridor.

3.1 Entropy

We have found empirically that, as a general rule, entropy is maximum when the camera is pointing down the corridor. The reason for this (perhaps surprising) result is that such an orientation causes scene surfaces from a variety of depths to
be visible, yielding an increase of image information at this orientation. In contrast, when the robot is turned so that it faces one of the side walls, the range of visible depths is much smaller and therefore the variety of pixel intensities usually decreases. A similar observation has been noted by other researchers in the context of using omnidirectional images [10, 23], but we show that the relationship between entropy and orientation holds even for standard camera geometries. In addition, we have found that the relationship is not significantly affected whether or not the walls are textured.

We exploit this property by dividing the image into overlapping vertical slices and computing the graylevel entropy of the image pixels in each slice. The horizontal coordinate yielding the maximum entropy is then an estimate of the orientation. More precisely, let us define a vertical slice of pixels centered at \( x \) as

\[
C_\omega(x) = \{(x', y') : \omega \leq |x - x'| < \omega\},
\]

where \( \omega \) is the width of the slice. If \( p(v; x) \) is the normalized histogram of pixel values in \( C_\omega(x) \), then the graylevel entropy of the slice is given by

\[
H(V; I, x) = -\sum_{v \in V} p(v; x) \log p(v; x).
\]

This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The orientation estimate is then given by

\[
f_1(I) = \psi(\text{arg max}_x H(V; I, x)),
\]

where the function \( \psi \) converts from pixels to degrees. With a flat image sensor and no lens distortion, the horizontal pixel coordinate is proportional to the tangent of the angle that the projection ray makes with the optical axis. Since the tangent function is approximately linear for angles less than 30 degrees, we approximate this transformation by applying a scalar factor: \( \psi(x) = \alpha x \), where the factor \( \alpha \) is determined empirically.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of estimation of the center of the corridor using entropy. The image is divided into 10 pixel-wide columns (yellow rectangle), and entropy is calculated for each column. In lexicographic order from top left, the entropy in each column increases, yielding a peak at the rightmost column corresponding to the corridor center. The success is due to the fact that the latter column contains orientation scene surfaces from a variety of depths, thereby increasing the information content.
### 3.2 Symmetry by mutual information

Symmetry is defined as the invariance of a configuration of elements under a group of automorphic transformations [101]. However, the exact mathematical definition is inadequate to describe and quantify the symmetries found in the natural world nor those found in the visual world. Zabradosky et al. [104] mention that even perfectly symmetric objects lose their exact symmetry when projected onto the image plane or the retina due to occlusion, perspective transformations, digitization, etc. Thus, although symmetry is usually considered a binary feature, (i.e. an object is either symmetric or it is not symmetric), we view symmetry as a continuous feature where intermediate values of symmetry denote some intermediate amount of symmetry [104]. Much of the work related to symmetry concerns symmetry detection (symmetry in the binary sense) as in [14, 86, 3, 83]. Very few noteworthy contributions exist that venture to measure the amount of symmetry in an image. Zabradosky et al. [104], Marola [54], Kanatani [36], van Gool [97] are some of the prominent authors in this respect. However all of these experiments associate symmetry with shape, which requires shape computation/comparison of some kind with respect to a discrete set. To the best of our knowledge a continuous measure of symmetry using low level image information (the raw image bits) in low resolution has not been developed before. We propose a new measure of symmetry using information theoretic clues.

Another property of corridors is that they tend to be symmetric about their primary axis. Various approaches to detecting and measuring symmetry have been proposed [104, 46, 3, 14]. However, in our problem domain it is important to measure the amount of symmetry rather than to simply detect axes of symmetry. One way to measure the amount of reflective symmetry about an axis is to compare the two regions on either side of the axis using mutual information. Mutual information is
a measure of the amount of information that one random variable contains about another random variable, or equivalently, it is the reduction in the uncertainty of one random variable due to the knowledge of the other. Mutual information has emerged in recent years as an effective similarity measure for comparing images [38, 76, 27]. As with entropy, for each horizontal coordinate $x$ a column of pixels $C(x)$ is considered, where we have dropped the $\omega$ subscript for notational simplicity. The column is divided in half along its vertical center into two columns $C_L(x)$ and $C_R(x)$. The normalized graylevel histograms of these two regions are used as the two probability mass functions (PMFs), and the mutual information between the two functions is computed:

$$MI(x) = \sum_{v \in V} \sum_{w \in V} p(v, w; x) \log \frac{p(v, w; x)}{p_L(v; x)p_R(w; x)},$$

where $p(v, w; x)$ is the joint PMF of the intensities in both sides, and $p_L(v; x)$ and $p_R(w; x)$ are the PMFs computed separately of the intensities of the two sides. As before, the orientation estimate is given by $f_2(I) = \psi(\arg \max_x MI(x))$.

### 3.3 Aggregate phase

A third property of corridors is that the dominant intensity edges tend to point down the length of the corridor. Therefore, near the center of the corridor, the phase angles of these edges on the left and right sides will balance each other, yielding a small sum when they are added together. We compute the gradient of the image using a Sobel operator and retain only the phase $\phi(x, y)$ of the gradient at each pixel. For each horizontal coordinate $x$ we simply add the phase angle of all the pixels in the vertical slice: $AP(x) = \sum_{(x, y) \in C(x)} \phi(x, y)$. The orientation estimate is given by $f_3(I) = \psi(\arg \min_x AP(x))$. Phase angles overlaid on several example images are
Figure 3.2: Gradient phase vectors overlaid on corridor images. From left to right: The center of the corridor is on the left side of the image, in the center of the image, and on the right side of the image. The phase vectors generally point toward the center of the corridor, so that in a vertical stripe near the center, the vectors balance each other.

shown in Figure 3.2.

3.4 Vanishing point using self-similarity

An additional property of corridors is the vanishing point, which is nearly always present in the image when the robot is facing down the corridor. Our approach is based on the work of Kogan et al. [41], who developed a novel self-similarity based method for vanishing point estimation in man-made scenes. The key idea of their approach, based upon the work of Stentiford [85], is that a central vanishing point (meaning a vanishing point that is visible in the image) corresponds to the point around which the image is locally self similar under scaling changes. See Figure 3.3. While Kogan et al. [41] use 1D cross-sections of the image for similarity matching using affine transformation and cross correlation, we instead shift the downsampled image across the original image and calculate the mutual information between the two windows. The point at which the mutual information between the two images is maximum yields a location for the downsampled image. The vanishing point is then found by intersecting the lines connecting the corners of the two images. Once we
Figure 3.3: Vanishing point estimation from global self-similarity. (a) Original image of a corridor. (b) The image downsampled by a factor of two. (c) The downsampled image overlaid on the original image at the location of maximum self-similarity. The intersection of the lines connecting the corners of the two images yields the vanishing point. Normal resolution images are shown here only for display purposes, since the actual algorithm uses low-resolution $32 \times 24$ images.

To find the vanishing point, we discard the $y$ coordinate, retaining only the $x$ coordinate because our goal is to determine the robot’s orientation within the corridor. This leads to $f_4(I) = \psi(\hat{x})$, where $(\hat{x}, \hat{y})$ is the intersection of the corner-connecting lines.

Our self-similarity approach has several advantages over existing techniques: It is simple, computationally efficient, and yields good results even for low-resolution images. Traditional techniques [58, 71] involve clustering detected lines, which perform poorly in low-resolution images because lines are not easily detected in such images. A more recent approach by Kong et al. [44] uses Gabor filters to yield texture estimates, and an adaptive voting scheme allows pixels to decide the confidence of an orientation rather than relying upon explicit line detection. Not only is their approach much more computationally intensive than ours, but with indoor low-resolution images the results are less accurate. See Figure 3.4 for some examples.
Figure 3.4: Comparison between our vanishing point estimation approach (green circle) using self-similarity and that of Kong et al. [44] (red plus). Our approach is more robust to the scenario of low texture information which is common in indoor scenes.

3.5 Median of bright pixels

The ceiling lights, which are usually symmetric with respect to the main corridor axis, provide another important cue. Due to the low resolution of the image, it is not possible to analyze the shape of the lights, as in [15]. Moreover, sometimes the lights are not in the center of the corridor but rather on the sides. A simple technique that overcomes these difficulties is to apply the $k$-means algorithm [53] to the graylevel values in the upper half of the image, with $k = 2$. The median horizontal position of the brighter of the two regions is calculated, yielding an estimate of the center of the corridor. (The use of median as opposed to mean prevents the result from being affected by specular reflections on either wall.) We have found this approach to be not only simpler, but also more accurate and more generally applicable, than the shape-based technique in [15]. Note that ceiling lights provide an added advantage over vanishing points because they are affected by translation, thus enabling the robot to remain in the center of the corridor while also aligning its orientation with the walls. As with the previous measure, the horizontal coordinate is transformed to an angle by applying the same scalar factor. Therefore, $f_5(I) = \psi(\text{med}\{x : (x, y) \in R_{\text{bright}}\})$, where $R_{\text{bright}}$ is the set of bright pixels. Some segmentation results are shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: K-means segmentation results for ceiling lights, with k=2 (top), and corresponding estimate (red vertical line) of the center of the corridor bottom.
Chapter 4

Estimating the Distance to the End of a Corridor

The second state parameter to be estimated is the distance to the end of the corridor. To solve this problem, we combine three complementary measures: time-to-collision, Jeffrey divergence, and entropy.

4.1 Time-to-collision

Time-to-collision (TTC) is defined as the time it will take the center of projection of a camera to reach the opaque surface intersecting the optical axis, if the relative velocity between the camera and the surface remains constant. Traditional methods of computing TTC [1, 17] require computing the divergence of the estimated optical flow, which is not only computationally intensive but, more importantly, requires a significant amount of texture in the scene. To overcome these problems, Horn et al. [29] have recently described a direct method to determine the time-to-collision using image brightness derivatives (temporal and spatial) without any calibration,
tracking, or optical flow estimation. The method computes the TTC using just two frames of a sequence, filtering the output using a median filter, to yield a reliable estimate as the camera approaches the object. This method is particularly applicable to our scenario in which the robot approaches a planar surface by translating in a direction parallel to the optical axis, a scenario for which the algorithm achieves an extremely simple formulation. Given two successive image frames \( I^{(1)} \) and \( I^{(2)} \) taken at different times, the TTC is computed as

\[
\tau(I^{(1)}, I^{(2)}) = -\frac{\sum_{x,y} (G(x, y))^2}{\sum_{x,y} G(x, y) I_t(x, y)},
\]

(4.1)

where \( G(x, y) = xI_x(x, y) + yI_y(x, y) \), \( I_x \) and \( I_y \) are the spatial derivatives of the image intensity function, and \( I_t(x, y) \) is the temporal derivative. Normally, the summation would be computed over the desired planar object, but in our case we compute the sum over the entire image. Although the scene is not strictly planar when the robot is at the beginning of the corridor, we have found empirically that the TTC values are nevertheless higher at the beginning of the corridor, indicating that the method succeeds in estimate the TTC qualitatively even at larger distances. As the robot approaches the end of the corridor, the scene in the field of view becomes more planar, thereby increasing the accuracy of the estimated TTC. We transform the TTC to an estimate of the distance to the end by dividing the robot speed by it:

\[
g_1(I^{(1)}, I^{(2)}) = s/\tau(I^{(1)}, I^{(2)}),
\]

where \( s \) is the robot translational speed.

### 4.2 Jeffrey divergence

As the robot approaches the end of the corridor, the pixel velocities increase, thereby causing the image to change more rapidly. As a result, another way to
estimate the distance to the end is to measure the distance between two images. A convenient way to compare two images is to measure the Jeffrey divergence [96], which is a symmetric version of the Kullback-Leibler divergence:

\[ J(p, q) = \sum_{v \in \mathcal{V}} \left( p(v) \log \left( \frac{p(v)}{q(v)} \right) + q(v) \log \left( \frac{q(v)}{p(v)} \right) \right), \quad (4.2) \]

where \( p \) and \( q \) are the graylevel histograms of the two successive images \( I^{(1)} \) and \( I^{(2)} \), respectively, and the summations are over the entire image. There is an inverse relationship between the divergence and the distance, so we transform this value to an estimate of the distance to the end by subtracting a scaled version from a constant to keep the result non-negative: \( g_2(I^{(1)}, I^{(2)}) = \beta_2 - \alpha_2 J(p^{(1)}, q^{(2)}) \), where \( \beta_2 \) is the offset.

### 4.3 Entropy

It is also true that, as the robot approaches the end of the corridor, the entropy of the image increases more rapidly. An alternate way to estimate the distance to the end, then, is to compute the difference in entropy between consecutive image frames, which also has an inverse relationship with distance: \( g_3(I^{(1)}, I^{(2)}) = \alpha_3/(H(V; I^{(1)}) - H(V; I^{(2)})) \), where \( \alpha_3 \) is a scale factor.
Chapter 5

Filtering the estimates using a Kalman filter

In our previous work we estimated orientation using only the median of bright pixels and distance to the end of the corridor was largely determined by entropy [64]. In recent work we showed that a linear combination (weighted average) of five (orientation) and three (distance to the end) complementary measures is more effective for achieving success in multiple environments [65]. However we now show a state space representation of the variables to be estimated, namely orientation in the corridor ($\theta$) and distance to the end ($d$). We show that a Kalman filter combining the measurements is most effective in this case, providing more reliable estimates over time than a simple weighted average.

5.1 Noise model development

In order to reduce the effects of noise that corrupts the measurements from the image, we need to set up a filter to remove/reduce the noise in the state space
represented by orientation in the corridor and the distance to the end of the corridor. We know that the motion of the robot along a straight line in the corridor is linear and assuming that the noise is Gaussian, we can use a Kalman filter to achieve robust state estimation as shown in Appendix 2. Two major statistical properties are studied to analyze the noise characteristics and evaluate the noise models: the histogram and the autocorrelation function [32, 98]. Our goal of modeling a sensor system is to construct a probabilistic model using some commonly used random variables or processes. Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is a typical random process for this scenario. Since techniques relating AWGN are well-developed, analysis would be simplified if the sensor noise of interest is AWGN or can be approximated as such. By contrast, if the characteristics exhibited by the data are too complex to be modeled easily and model accuracy is less important, use of a typical random process or combinations of several of them are justifiable for rough approximation.

5.1.1 Histogram (estimation of Gaussian probability density function)

For a given single location, if multiple sensor readings are taken and the measurements are analyzed, the histogram of the residuals of the measurements gives us an approximation of the probability density of the noise involved. Jenkins et al. [32] showed that if the histogram approximates a bell shaped curve, then the noise characteristics can be considered Gaussian.

5.1.2 Sample autocorrelation function (White Noise)

The autocorrelation function describes the second order statistics of a random process. It is used here because it gives a visual picture of the degree to which samples
in the process are dependent upon each other as a function of the separation between points in the data series. From Jenkins [32], the autocovariance function (ACVF) estimates of a discrete time series could be defined as following: If the observations \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \) are a discrete set of values corresponding to multiple measurements for the same actual (unobservable) value, the discrete autocovariance estimate is:

\[
c_{xx}(k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N-k} (x_i - \bar{x})(x_{i+k} - \bar{x}), \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1
\]

(5.1)

where \( \bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \). Estimates of the autocorrelation function (ACF), also called sample ACF, are obtainable by dividing the above ACVF estimates by the estimate of the variance, which is

\[
r_{xx}(k) = \frac{c_{xx}(k)}{c_{xx}(0)}
\]

(5.2)

The ACF of an ideal white Gaussian process is always zero. So ACF of a set of residual test data which settle down at zero or are close to zero can be considered/-modeled as white Gaussian noise.

5.1.3 Noise model for orientation measurements

We estimate the noise model for the five orientation measurements, median of ceiling lights, maximum entropy, maximum symmetry, vanishing points and aggregate phase. In each case we show that the histogram of the residual noise for a few token well separated orientation measurements closely match the Gaussian. We also show that the ACF approaches zero in each case, establishing the noise in each case to be AWGN.
Figure 5.1: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise(MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for three token orientations in the corridor $-15^\circ$(LEFT), $0^\circ$(CENTER), $+15^\circ$(RIGHT).
Figure 5.2: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise (MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for three token orientations in the corridor $-15^\circ$(LEFT), $0^\circ$(CENTER), $+15^\circ$(RIGHT).
Figure 5.3: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise (MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for three token orientations in the corridor $-15^\circ$ (LEFT), $0^\circ$ (CENTER), $+15^\circ$ (RIGHT).
Figure 5.4: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise (MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for three token orientations in the corridor $-15^\circ$ (LEFT), $0^\circ$ (CENTER), $+15^\circ$ (RIGHT).
Figure 5.5: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise (MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for three token orientations in the corridor $-15^\circ$(LEFT), $0^\circ$(CENTER), $+15^\circ$(RIGHT).
Figure 5.6: Showing histogram (TOP), residual noise(MIDDLE), ACF (BOTTOM) for entropy(LEFT), Jeffrey divergence(CENTER), time-to-collision(RIGHT).

5.1.4 Distance to the end

We estimate the noise model for the three distance to end measurements, entropy, Jeffrey divergence and time-to-collision. In each case we show that the histogram of the residual noise for a few token well separated orientation measurements closely match the Gaussian. We also show that the ACF approaches zero in each case, establishing the noise in each case to be AWGN.
5.2 State space variables and parameters for the Kalman filter

The state is defined by local variables $\theta$ and $d$. While most typical robotic systems work on a $x$, $y$, $\theta$ systems, for simplicity and keeping in view the minimalistic design, we use only two. Also because we directly use the estimated $\theta$ for setting the rotational velocity, and because we are not measuring or controlling the lateral position directly (the robot being non-holonomic). Also the robot travels at a constant velocity which is set to zero when the distance to the end estimated as $d$ falls below a threshold (generally 1.5 m away from the end of the wall).

5.2.1 State

\[ X = \begin{bmatrix} \theta \\ \dot{\theta} \\ d \\ \dot{d} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(5.3)

where $\theta$ is the robot orientation in the corridor and $d$ is the distance to the end of the corridor. $\dot{\theta}$ and $\dot{d}$ are corresponding velocities.

\begin{align*}
    d_{t+1} &= d_t + \dot{d}_t T + 0 \\
    \theta_{t+1} &= \theta_t + \dot{\theta}_t T + 0 \\
    d_{t+1} &= \dot{d}_t + \eta_d \quad \text{where} \quad \eta_d \in \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_d) \\
    \theta_{t+1} &= \dot{\theta}_t + \eta_\theta \quad \text{where} \quad \eta_\theta \in \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_\theta)
\end{align*}

(5.4)
\[
X = \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
d \\
\dot{d}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & T & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & T \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\theta \\
\dot{\theta} \\
d \\
\dot{d}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\eta_\theta \\
0 \\
\eta_d
\end{bmatrix} 
\]
(5.5)

\[
X_{t+1} = \Phi X_t + U_t 
\]
(5.6)

where \(\Phi\) is called the state transition matrix and \(U_t\) stands for the random acceleration in the time period \(T\).

### 5.2.2 Measurements

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
c_1 & c_2 & c_3 & c_4 & c_5 & z_1 & z_2 & z_3
\end{bmatrix}^T
\]
(5.7)

where \(c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, c_5\) stand for the horizontal position orientation in the image corresponding to the center of corridor by using median of ceiling lights, maximum entropy, maximum symmetry, vanishing point using self-similarity, and aggregate phase. \(z_1, z_2\) and \(z_3\) correspondingly stand for distance between two consecutive images that correspond to the distance to the end estimated from time-to-collision (s), Jeffrey divergence (bits/pixel) and entropy difference (bits/pixel).

\[
c_i = \frac{\theta}{k_i} + \eta_{c_i} \text{ where } i = (1..5) \text{ and } \eta_{c_i} \in \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_{c_i})
\]
(5.8)

\[
z_i = \frac{d}{l_i} + \eta_{z_i} \text{ where } i = (1..3) \text{ and } \eta_{z_i} \in \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_{z_i})
\]

where \(k_1, k_2, k_3, k_4, k_5, l_1, l_2, l_3\) are all constants estimated from a linear fit between the measurements and the ground truth orientation \(\theta\) described in the previous section.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
c_1 \\
c_2 \\
c_3 \\
c_4 \\
c_5 \\
z_1 \\
z_2 \\
z_3 \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{k_1} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{k_2} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{k_3} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{k_4} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{k_5} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta} \\
\ddot{\theta} \\
d \\
\dot{d} \\
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\eta_{\sigma c_1} \\
\eta_{\sigma c_2} \\
\eta_{\sigma c_3} \\
\eta_{\sigma c_4} \\
\eta_{\sigma c_5} \\
\eta_{\sigma z_1} \\
\eta_{\sigma z_2} \\
\eta_{\sigma z_3} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.9)

\[
Y_t = MX_t + N_t
\] (5.10)

where \( M \) is the observation matrix which contains the constants corresponding to the linear fit for the different measurements as shown in equation (5.9).

### 5.2.3 Noise

\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{c_1}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \sigma_{c_2}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \sigma_{c_3}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{c_4}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{c_5}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{z_1}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{z_2}^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma_{z_3}^2
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.11)

The observation noise covariance matrix is given by \( R \) and the values in this matrix are obtained from the residual variances from the noise model developed in
the Section 5.1.2.

\[
Q = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \sigma^2_u & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \sigma^2_d
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.12)

The dynamic noise covariance matrix is given by \( Q \) which corresponds to the random acceleration in the system, where \( \sigma^2_u \) and \( \sigma^2_d \) represent the dynamic noise in the rotational and translational velocities of the robot respectively.

These parameters were plugged in the Kalman filter equations described in Appendix 2 to achieve state space filtering.

### 5.3 Kalman filter in operation

Based on the noise models, variances of measurement noise and the Kalman filter model shown in the previous sections, we now show the working of the Kalman filter model on sample sequences collected from three corridors for orientation and distance to end estimations. In Appendix 2, we show the equations for real-time operation of the Kalman filter. We recorded a set of images along three corridors in three buildings (Riggs, Lowry and Freeman) (with the Logitech pro 4000 webcam) along with ground truth measurements using a SICK LMS-291 scanning laser. Deliberate noise was introduced by randomly changing the orientation in each case. For each image all the eight (5 orientation + 3 distance to end) measurements were obtained. These measurements were plugged into the Kalman filter equations described in the previous section and Appendix 2, to arrive at the state estimations. Figure 5.7 shows the results of the Kalman filter based orientation estimation for the three corridor
\[ \frac{1}{k_1} = -0.35 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{c_1}} = 16.1 \quad \sigma^2_{c_1} = 15 \]
\[ \frac{1}{k_2} = -0.41 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{c_2}} = 16.7 \quad \sigma^2_{c_2} = 31 \]
\[ \frac{1}{k_3} = -0.29 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{c_3}} = 16.08 \quad \sigma^2_{c_3} = 31 \]
\[ \frac{1}{k_4} = -0.22 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{c_4}} = 16.61 \quad \sigma^2_{c_4} = 30 \]
\[ \frac{1}{k_5} = -0.30 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{c_5}} = 14.75 \quad \sigma^2_{c_5} = 57 \]
\[ \frac{1}{l_1} = -0.0001 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{z_1}} = 0.9 \quad \sigma^2_{z_1} = 0.24 \]
\[ \frac{1}{l_2} = -0.022 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{z_2}} = 56 \quad \sigma^2_{z_2} = 8350 \]
\[ \frac{1}{l_3} = -0.0064 \quad \eta_{\sigma_{z_3}} = 40.03 \quad \sigma^2_{z_3} = 8350 \]

Table 5.1: Parameter values for the Kalman filtered estimated from the collected data and the noise model development

sequences.

### 5.3.1 Initialization of the Kalman filter

Initial values of the state and the parameters for tuning the Kalman filter are presented as follows.

\[
X_{0,0} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 15 \\ -0.4 \end{bmatrix} \tag{5.13}
\]

where the initial value of \( \theta \) is 0 because initially the robot is oriented straight towards the center of the corridor. The initial value of \( d \) is set to some arbitrary large value 15m here for convenience, because the distance reduces as the robot approaches the end of the corridor and is expected to reach 0 at the end of the corridor. The velocities are set to be 0 for rotation and \(-0.4m/s\) translation. The values for \( M \) and \( N \) are as follows obtained from linear fits to the data collected during testing (See Section 8.1). The values for \( R \), the observation noise covariance matrix, are obtained from the variances of the

Values from Table 5.1 are to be plugged into Equations (5.9) and (5.11). The
tuning of the filter is achieved by changing the values of $\sigma_{u\theta}$ and $\sigma_{ud}$ till the results are optimal. The values obtained were $\sigma_{u\theta} = 0.03$ and $\sigma_{ud} = 4000$. The value of $T$ (time step) was set to be 0.06s for all our experiments. The low frame-rate is because of the SICK laser (ground truth sensor), which requires a large delay between captures for synchronization.
Figure 5.7: Orientation estimation for sequences of images collected in three corridors. In each case, the unfiltered measurements (linear weighted average of the five measurements), (blue solid) are shown along with the ground truth (red dashed) and the Kalman filtered estimate (green dotted).
Figure 5.8: Distance to the end estimation for sequences of images collected in three corridors. In each case, the unfiltered measurements (linear weighted average of the five measurements), (blue solid) are shown along with the ground truth (red dashed) and the Kalman filtered estimate (green dotted).
Chapter 6

Corridor Junction Classification

6.1 Junction classification from monocular images

Apart from determining the orientation and distance to the end of the corridors for reactive navigation in unknown environments, we also show that image entropy alone can be used to detect new corridors at a junction and to classify the junction based on the information. The procedure followed for this experiment is as follows. The robot was mounted with a SICK LMS-291 laser scanner, and a Logitech QuickCam 4000 webcam and made to turn 360° at various types of indoor corridor junctions (dead end (D), middle (M), L-junction (L), T-junction (T), cross-junction (X)). Images were collected for junctions in 9 different corridors in 6 different buildings (Sirrine, Lowry, Freeman, Rhodes, Riggs and EIB). The robot was rotated at a speed of 2 degrees per second, and data was stored at the rate of 0.5 Hz, leading to densely sampled data approximately 1 degree apart. The laser provided depth readings in a 180-degree horizontal plane in increments of 1 degree, leading to 180 laser depth readings per sample time. Only the reading corresponding to ) degrees was considered for depth after smoothing. The image entropy is plotted along with
the actual depth readings from the laser scanner. See Figure 6.1.

For each 0 to 360 degree sequence, the entropy values are treated as a one-dimensional vector. It is smoothed using a Gaussian filter and is convolved with the derivative of a Gaussian. Boundaries are pruned and central zero-crossings are obtained for peaks and valleys in the 1-D signal from the convolved derivative. Amongst multiple close peaks/valleys detected, only the highest peak or lowest valley is chosen, and the rest is discarded, thus enforcing a minimum threshold distance between two peaks or valleys. In every signal, the number of peaks and the approximate angle between them is extracted to arrive at the type of junction. The signal between two valleys is taken and the mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) are calculated. Gaussians are fitted at each of the peaks using this information. The detected peaks and fitted Gaussians for several corridors are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.2: Corridor classification: Example junctions with Gaussian mixture models overlaid on the entropy peaks. Entropy as seen is powerful in itself to determine corridor depth when the depth change (due to structure) is significant. The green squares and red circles correspond to the detected peaks and valleys, respectively.
6.2 Junction classification from omnidirectional images

Catadioptric sensors have an advantage over monocular cameras (even though they are specialized) because they provide the robot with a $360^\circ$ field of view thereby giving more abundant and rich information, which can be exploited in different ways for navigation [10]. The unwrapping of the image so obtained to a 1-D panaromic stack is convenient for analysis. See some example corridor images in Figure 6.4. Bonev et al. [10] have previously shown that entropy is powerful for determining open corridors in omnidirectional images. We however have previously independently shown that this works for standard monocular images in low-resolution. We show some examples in Figure 6.2 that strengthens the hypothesis in [10]. We have also shown in the previous section that the entropy peaks can be used to determine junction types in corridors. We show that the same technique can be applied to omnidirectional images to determine corridor junction types based on entropy peaks detected. Some examples are shown in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.3: (a): Omnidirectional image of a corridor. The image was downsampled to 164 × 24 before processing (b): 1-D panoramic rectified image. (c): The entropy map of the 1-D panaromic stack of a sequence of images along the same corridor. Entropy was calculated for each column (10 pixel wide) in the gradient magnitude image. Dark tones correspond to low entropy and light tones correspond to high entropy.
Figure 6.4: Sample omnidirectional images obtained with a camera and a hyperbolic mirror (TOP) and the rectified panoramic images (BOTTOM).
Figure 6.5: The entropy peak detection method used for monocular images works well on (unwrapped) omnidirectional images. The entropy values are smoothed using a Gaussian filter and are convolved with the derivative of a Gaussian. Boundaries are pruned and central zero-crossings are obtained for peaks (red asterisk) and valleys in the 1-D signal from the convolved derivative. Amongst multiple close peaks/valleys detected, only the highest peak or lowest valley is chosen, and the rest are discarded, thus enforcing a minimum distance between two peaks or valleys. The signal between two valleys is taken and the mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) are calculated. Gaussians are fitted at each of the peaks using this information, shown as red solid curves.
Chapter 7

Estimating Corridor Geometry for Navigation

We present a minimalistic representation of the corridor geometry using low-resolution images for autonomous mobile robot navigation. We show a combination of percepts, orientation line and wall-floor boundary, to result in a three-line representation intersecting at the vanishing point. The orientation line can be used to keep the robot oriented along the corridor and the wall-floor boundaries can be used to keep the robot away from the walls (lateral limit). We also show that this representation can be achieved consistently across different resolutions from $320 \times 240$ to $16 \times 12$ with very little loss of accuracy.

7.1 Minimalistic corridor geometry

7.1.1 Estimating the orientation line

The orientation line is estimated using three of the above describes methods (maximum entropy, median of ceiling lights and maximum symmetry) for reasons
of simplicity. At standard resolution \((320 \times 240)\), the calculation of the median of ceiling lights is corrupted by reflections. To solve this problem, we add an additional constraint using local contrast \([95]\) along with k-means to segment the bright pixels. Only if local contrast exceeds a threshold, the pixels are considered to be from a light source. See Appendix 3 for details. It can be seen from Figure 7.1 that the effect of reflections are avoided to a great extent using this method. However, in low-resolution images the effect of the method is negligible.

The maximum symmetry and maximum entropy based orientation estimations however, remain the same. We combine the estimates as a weighted average: \(f(I) = \alpha_l f_l(I) + \alpha_h f_h(I) + \alpha_s f_s(I)\). Because of the reliability of the bright pixels, we set \(\alpha_l = 0.8\), \(\alpha_h = \alpha_s = 0.1\). An example result obtained for different resolutions is shown in Figure 7.2.

### 7.1.2 Estimating the wall-floor boundary

We adapt the floor segmentation method introduced by Li and Birchfield [49] which has been shown to be successfully robust to reflections on the floor. For the seven different resolutions, we compute the minimum acceptance length of the horizontal line segments \(l_h\) as \(l_h = \ln \eta d\), where \(d = \sqrt{w^2 + h^2}\) is the length of the diagonal of the image, \(w\) and \(h\) are the width and height of the image, respectively, and \(\eta = 5\) is a scaling factor.

According to the floor segmentation method [49], there are three different scores (structure score, homogeneous score, and bottom score) that contribute to the final wall-floor boundary detection. When applying the method to different resolutions, we notice the structure score always shows the best accuracy while the bottom score always fails when decreasing the resolution. Therefore, we adapt the weights
Figure 7.1: Comparison between the median of ceiling lights obtained for high resolution images using regular k-means and that by applying the local contrast threshold (described by Ullman [95]).
for the three scores according to the resolution so that the $\Phi_{total}(\ell_h)$ is relatively high for line segments near the wall-floor boundary. At the same time, when combining with the orientation line, we compute the intersection of the orientation line and the wall-floor boundary, which is considered as the vanishing point. Then we apply the line-fitting algorithm to both half wall-floor boundaries separated by the vanishing point. Using the slopes and the computed vanishing point, it is easy to find the two terminal points on the image border. Finally, we connect the vanishing point, two terminal points, as well as the orientation line and obtain the structure of the corridor. The sample results are shown in Figure 8.12 and the second row of Figure 7.4.
7.2 Minimalistic corridor reconstruction

7.2.1 Orientation line in the corridor

Estimating the pose of the robot or the orientation line of the robot in a
typical indoor corridor is one of the necessary tasks for robot exploration/navigation.
While many authors have contributed to this work, by estimating vanishing points
in a corridor, [80, 7, 58, 71], the emphasis is on clustering detected lines, which
perform poorly in low-resolution and textureless images because lines are not easily
detected in such images. A more recent approach by Kong et al. [43] approaches the
problem similarly but uses texture orientation rather than explicit line detection. In
their approach, Gabor filters yield texture estimates, and an adaptive voting scheme
allows pixels to decide the confidence of an orientation. However we show that not
only is our method better suited for indoor images in low-resolution, but is also much
faster. See Section 7.2.3.

7.2.2 Width of the corridor

The distance between the two end-points in the wall-floor boundary yields the
width of the corridor (in pixels). We use a homography obtained during a calibration
process to transform to world coordinates. The process is briefly illustrated in Figure
7.3. A square pattern on the floor and the corresponding real-world dimensions were
used to obtain a homography between the image plane and the top-down view of the
corridor. The homography was applied to the end points of the wall-floor boundary
to obtain the top-down view of the reconstructed corridor.
Figure 7.3: **Top:** A square with top-down ground truth world measurements (right) projects onto the image as a quadrilateral on the floor (left). The four points are sufficient for estimating a homography between the image and the top-down view of the corridor. **Bottom:** The homography is then applied to the end points of the wall-floor boundary to reconstruct the top-down view of the corridor. Shown on the right is a plot of such top-down coordinates (red dots) as the robot drives along a straight path (blue dashed line).
7.2.3 Lateral position in the corridor

The position of the orientation line with respect to the wall-floor boundaries will give the lateral position in the corridor. The top down dimensions of the reconstructed corridor gives us the distance from the center to the left wall and to the right wall. This can be used to obtain the lateral position of the robot in the corridor. The center of the corridor is assumed to be zero. For ground truth comparisons, the laser span readings were converted from polar to Cartesian to give a top-down measurement of the corridor at every instance of the image collection. Several examples are shown in Figure 8.13.
Figure 7.4: **LEFT:** The wall-floor boundary found by the algorithm described in [49] for the different resolution images of Figure 1.1. The accuracy degrades slightly until the resolution of $32 \times 24$, after which the errors become more pronounced. **RIGHT:** The three-line model estimate of the corridor found by combining the orientation line with the wall-floor boundary, on the same images.
Chapter 8

Experimental Results

To test the approaches shown for solving the first problem (estimating the orientation and distance to the end), we analyze the accuracy of the various individual measures for the orientation and distance to the end. Then we describe the combined system and evaluate its performance exploring several unknown environments. For the second problem (corridor classification) we show the classification results for different buildings with different junction types. We also evaluate the classifier performance for the parameters used. For the third problem (minimalistic corridor geometry), we show orientation line estimated and wall-floor boundaries for different corridor across different resolutions. We then show a combined system with the three-line representation for all the resolutions. We evaluate the performance with respect to ground truth measurements and show the error for each resolution tested on.

8.1 Orientation along the corridor

We collected data for 10 unique corridors in 5 different buildings on our campus, shown in Figure 8.1. Multiple corridors were used for the same building only
when they were located on different floors and exhibited varying appearances. For every corridor, at equally spaced 15 feet intervals along the corridor we rotated the robot from $-20$ degrees to $+20$ degrees while collecting odometry data, laser readings, and images. The equipment used was an ActivMedia P3AT mobile robot, a SICK LMS-291 laser, and a forward-facing Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000 webcam. The robot was rotated at a speed of 2 degrees per second, and data was stored at the rate of 0.5 Hz, leading to densely sampled data approximately 1 degree apart. The laser provided depth readings in a 180-degree horizontal plane in increments of 1 degree, leading to 180 laser depth readings per sample time. The peak of these depth laser readings, after smoothing, was used to estimate the ground truth orientation, except for one corridor containing large specular surfaces (Lowry-0), where the heading was obtained from the odometry readings.

Figure 8.2 shows the orientation estimates of the five different measures on six example images from different corridors and buildings. For each image, the vertical red line indicates the estimate of the corridor centerline. There is in general wide agreement between the various measures, and their error with respect to ground truth is generally less than about 5 degrees. Overall, the median of the bright pixels
yields the most accurate estimate, with the accuracy from entropy being only slightly
degraded. The other three techniques also produce good results, but their accuracy
is noticeably less. From the plots below, it can also be seen that the median of the
bright pixels yields a very sharp peak compared with the other measures.

To determine the broad applicability of the approach, Figure 8.3 shows the
results of the five measures on the database. Half of the data was used for developing
algorithm parameters, so these results are shown for the other half of the database.
The error bars show the range $\pm 2\sigma$ capturing 95% of the data, where $\sigma$ is the standard
deviation of the error. As can be seen, the error for entropy is generally less than 10
degrees, the error for bright pixels is less than 5 degrees, and the error for the other
techniques is less than approximately 15 degrees. For entropy and bright pixels, the
error does not vary significantly across headings, while for the other three measures
the error varies widely.

For driving a robot down the center of the corridor, the most important inform-
ination is whether the orientation estimate is in the correct direction. In other words,
the estimate should tell the robot to turn right when it is pointing to the left, and it
should tell the robot to turn left when it is pointing to the right. Figure 8.4 shows the
percentage of locations in which each of the five measures computes the correct sign
for the orientation, with the center of the image defined as the zero heading. Again,
outside a 5- to 10-degree range around the center of the corridor, both the entropy
and bright light measures nearly always produce the correct direction.

\section{8.2 Distance to the end of the corridor}

For the same 10 corridors mentioned earlier, we drove the robot down the
corridor three times: down the center of the corridor, down the left side (1.5 feet
Figure 8.2: Estimating the center of the corridor using various cues. Top rows: Six example tiny corridor images, with the pixel column corresponding to the center of the corridor overlaid for each of the five different methods: entropy, symmetry, aggregate phase, vanishing point, and bright pixels. Bottom rows: Plots of the function computed for four of these measures — No plot for vanishing point is shown, since the technique directly produces an estimate.
Figure 8.3: **Top:** Sample images from the orientation experiment in one corridor. **Bottom:** Orientation estimate plots for the five measures on the database. Each plot shows, for each angle of the robot, the mean estimated angle across the database along with error bars indicating $\pm 2\sigma$, where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation. The diagonal line is the ground truth. Note again the high accuracy of the bright pixels.

Figure 8.4: Plots of the orientation sign estimates for the five techniques. Each plot shows, for each angle of the robot, the percentage of images across the database in which the technique estimated the sign of the orientation correctly, with the center of the image corresponding to a heading of zero.
Figure 8.5: **Top**: The three measures plotted versus the distance from the robot to the end of the corridor. As the robot approaches the end, the entropy and time-to-collision decrease, while the Jeffrey divergence increases. Each line is a separate run of the robot along a different corridor / location within the corridor. **Bottom**: Estimated distance to the end of the corridor plotted against ground truth (obtained from the laser) for all three measures. Each vertical error bar indicates $\pm 2\sigma$, where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation.

from the center), and down the right side (1.5 feet from the center). While driving, the robot collected $640 \times 480$ images along with their corresponding 180-degree laser readings. The three measures for estimating the distance to the end were compared with ground truth, which was estimated from the central laser reading after median filtering.

Figure 8.5 shows the results of the three measures. After performing a linear fit to determine the two scale factors $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha_3$, all three measures performed reasonably well at estimating the distance to the end, with time-to-collision being the most accurate. All measures performed more accurately as the robot approached the end of the corridor, until a distance of about 0.25 meters.
8.3 Exploration in an unknown environment

The completed system consisted of the mobile base with a single forward-facing camera on the front. The only input to the system consisted of the tiny $32 \times 24$ downsampled grayscale images from the camera.

The exploration capability of the robot was tested in several corridors. The robot did not have any knowledge of the corridor before the run, and its goal was to autonomously explore the environment by repeatedly driving down the corridor and turning at the end. The turning direction at the end of a corridor was determined by attempting the two possibilities of turning right / turning left in an arbitrary order, using the entropy to distinguish between an open side corridor and a wall. In the event of a dead end, in which case both turning right and turning left are not possible, the robot made a 180-degree turn to return along the direction from which it came.

Results of the system showing successful end-to-end autonomous exploration in several different corridors are displayed in Figure 8.6. The robot was able to stay in the center of the corridor, detect the end, stop, turn 90 degrees in the appropriate direction, and continue driving. The layout of the buildings, along with the path taken by the robot in each run, are shown in the figure. Note that the laser readings were used only to generate the plots, not to guide the robot. We also conducted experiments in which the robot started facing the wall, or started close to a wall; in both cases the robot corrected its orientation and position and continued exploring the environment. The longest successful exploration was a corridor in which the robot continuously ran for 45 minutes, navigating a total (overlapping) distance greater than 850 meters.

A few failure situations are also evident from the plots in the figure. In Riggs-0 and Lowry-0, the final corridor ends in a pair of transparent glass doors or reflective
wall which confuse all the methods for determining the end of the corridor. In Riggs-1, the presence of a brightly textured vending machine in the final corridor causes erroneous estimates for the robot orientation. Note that the robot successfully explores other corridors containing vending machines because the robot has sufficient time to react, in this corridor the machine is located close to the turn so that it dominates the robot’s field of view immediately after the final left turn. Images from these environments are shown in Figure 8.7.

In the introduction, we referred to psychological evidence that humans do not need to process image data continuously in order to successfully navigate an environment. And in fact, as a robot moves down a corridor, it is easy to see that consecutive images usually differ from each other by only a small amount. Therefore, we compare the entropy of consecutive images from the current frame $t$ and previous frame $t - 1$,
Figure 8.6: Exploration experiments for ten different corridors, showing is the path taken by the robot (red dashed, obtained from laser measurements) and the end-of-corridor detections (green asterisks) along different corridors (blue solid, manually measured). The numbering shows the temporal sequence of the robot’s locations from start to end. In lexicographic order, the corridors are Riggs-0, Riggs-1, Riggs-3, Lowry-0, Lowry-2, Freeman-0, Riggs-2, Sirrine-0, Sirrine-2 and Rhodes-4.
Figure 8.7: Problematic corridors: (a) reflective glass doors in Riggs-0, (b) reflective wall in Lowry-0, and (c) soda machine in Riggs-1, and (d) glass structures and lack of ceiling lights in EIB-1.

normalized by the first frame of the corridor (which presumably is near the maximum, since the entropy difference decreases as the robot travels down the corridor): 

\[ \left| H(V; I^{(t)}) - H(V; I^{(t-1)}) \right| / H(V; I^{(1)}) \].

A histogram of these normalized entropy differences is shown in the top of Figure 8.8 for three different corridors, from which it is clear that most differences are small. As a result, our final system processes each image a minimal amount in order to determine whether the image needs to be fully processed by the five methods for orientation and three methods for distance-to-the-end. If the normalized entropy difference is less than 0.01 (10%), then no further processing is performed on the image. The results of this rapid perception are shown in the middle and bottom of the figure, from which it can be seen that nearly 80% of the images are only minimally processed.

8.4 Computational efficiency

To perform the entire processing on a single image (all five measures for estimating the orientation, plus all three measures for estimating the distance to the end), the system takes 3.65 ms. However, the rapid perception module mentioned above quickly determines whether the current image needs to be processed in its entirety. This module requires just 0.28 ms to make that decision, and 80% of the images are
Figure 8.8: Rapid perception for three different corridors. **Top:** Histogram of normalized entropy difference between consecutive images; most values are less than 0.01. **Middle:** The number of images fully processed by the system versus the temporal index in the image sequence; most images are discarded after the rapid perception processing. Each bin captures 50 consecutive images, so that complete processing of all frames would be indicated by all bars reaching a height of 50. The percentage of frames fully processed, approximately 20%, is therefore the area under the curve divided by the area of the rectangle of height 50 and length equal to the number of frames in the sequence. **Bottom:** The distance from the robot to the end of the corridor versus the image index. By comparing the two plots for each corridor, note that when the robot nears the end of the corridor, the number of images fully processed increases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision Module</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image capture and display</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downsampling</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Entropy</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Symmetry</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Phase</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanishing point (self-similarity)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median of bright pixels</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-to-collision</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey divergence</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.65</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Performance: Time taken by the different vision modules.

not processed further. Therefore, the time needed to process an image frame, on average, is $(0.8)(0.28) + (0.2)(3.65) = 0.954$ ms, which is equivalent to processing about 1000 frames per second. Stated another way, with a standard 30 Hz camera, the system consumes only 3% of the CPU, thus freeing the processor for other concurrent tasks that might be needed in a real system.

### 8.5 Corridor junction classification

The robot was mounted with a SICK LMS-291 laser scanner, and a Logitech QuickCam 4000 webcam and made to turn $360^\circ$ at various types of indoor corridor junctions (dead end, middle, L-junction, T-junction, cross-junction). The image entropy was plotted along with the actual depth readings from the laser scanner. reading every 2 degrees. only used center reading of laser after median filtering. (Sirrine, Lowry, Freeman, Rhodes).

The classification of the corridors using entropy peaks can be analyzed by representing the results in a confusion matrix [42]. A confusion matrix is of size $m \times m$, where there are $m$ labels and shows the percentage of predicted and actual
Table 8.2: Table representing the four outcomes of a problem. True positive, true negative, false positive, false negative. These can be used to construct the ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curve.

Classifications. Metrics accuracy, true positive rate, true negative rate, precision, false positive rate, false negative rate can be calculated using the confusion matrix as shown in Table 8.5. In signal detection theory, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC), or simply ROC curve, is a graphical plot of the sensitivity, or true positive rate, vs. false positive rate, for a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The ROC can also be represented equivalently by plotting the fraction of false negatives out of the positives (FAR = false acceptance rate) vs. the fraction of true positives out of the negatives (TPR = true positive rate). Also known as a Relative Operating Characteristic curve, because it is a comparison of two operating characteristics (FAR and TPR) as the criterion changes.

\[
TPR = \frac{FN}{P} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FN)} \quad (8.1)
\]

\[
FAR = \frac{FP}{N} = \frac{FP}{(FP + TN)} \quad (8.2)
\]

There are two discriminating criteria in the algorithm used for detecting/classifying peaks. One is the Gaussian kernel size used for smoothing \(k\) (\(\sigma\) is dependent on \(k\) by the following relationship \(\sigma = \sqrt{k/2}\). The second parameter is the minimum distance between peaks \(w\). By keeping the \(k\) as 80 by trial and error, we plot the ROC curve for varying \(w\) to obtain the optimum value. The ERR (Equal error rate) is the
Table 8.3: Corridor classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.9: ROC curve depicting the success of the classifier. The ERR was found to be 0.14 and the corresponding value of the parameter $w$ was found to be 32.

value at which the $\text{FAR} = (1-\text{TPR})$ and we can identify the corresponding values of the parameter for that. Its corresponds to the best performance that can be obtained from the classifier. See Figure 8.9.

8.6 Minimalistic corridor representation and reconstruction

For orientation, we collected data for 4 different buildings, 8 unique corridors (1 training + 7 for testing). For every unique corridor, at equally spaced intervals
along the corridor (15 ft), we rotated the robot from $-20^\circ to +20^\circ$ and collected corresponding odometry (heading), laser readings (span of $-90^\circ to +90^\circ$) and images. We ran the entropy detector, light detector and symmetry detector on the images and compared with ground truth (odometry and/or laser). Since a linear relationship exits between the detected pixel location corresponding to the center of the corridor and the robot orientation as explained in previous sections, we use either the estimate $f_l$ or $(f_h + f_s)/2$.

For wall-floor boundary and corridor reconstruction, we collected data for 11 distinct corridors in 6 different buildings. Drove robot three times (middle, left, right separated by 1.5 feet) along each corridor and collected images along with their corresponding laser readings ($-90^\circ to +90^\circ$ sweep).

The parameters for a linear fit between the location of the orientation line and predicted orientation were estimated by using one of the corridors as a training set. Using the trained parameters, the orientations for all the other data for the remaining 7 test corridors ($\theta$) were predicted from the mean pixel locations using the above equations. The mean error between ground truth (laser) and predicted values of heading was calculated for each of the 7 resolutions considered $320 \times 240$, $160 \times 120$, $80 \times 60$, $64 \times 48$, $32 \times 24$, $16 \times 12$ and $8 \times 6$. The results are shown in Figure 8.10.

We show that, with indoor low-resolution images the results of Kong et al. [43] are significantly less accurate for determining the wall-floor boundary as well as the orientation line (and therefore the vanishing point). See Figure 8.11 for some examples.

A comparison of our results on four different resolutions is shown in Figure 8.15. It can be seen that the results are consistent across all the four resolutions, $320 \times 240$, $80 \times 60$, $32 \times 24$ and $16 \times 12$. This strengthens our argument in favor of using low-resolution information for basic navigation tasks.
Figure 8.10: Minimalistic geometric information is obtained by the algorithm at very low image resolutions. **Top:** Mean error (degrees) for each of the 7 test corridors. **Bottom:** Mean error (degrees) of all the 7 test corridors. The orientation estimation error remains relatively stable across different image resolutions. In fact the error drops for a few corridors at $32 \times 24$, primarily due to the fact that downsampling removes artifacts such as reflections and other noise on the walls and floor.
Figure 8.11: Comparison between our results (three yellow lines) and those of Kong et al. [43] (pink region). Our algorithm achieves more accurate estimation of both the orientation line and the wall-floor boundary in indoor scenes, particularly at low resolutions.
Figure 8.12: Additional results for other corridors, including one without ceiling lights. In some cases, the low-resolution images yield more accurate results.
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Figure 8.13: Corridor structure reconstruction from the wall-floor boundary, displayed as a top-down view. The topmost row in blue shows the ground truth location of the walls (Cartesian conversion of polar laser readings), and the next 7 rows in red show the reconstruction results from the wall-floor boundaries on different resolution images. Each column represents a different run of the robot in the same corridor, with the robot placed at a different lateral position in the corridor for each run (The position of the robot is shown by the dotted line at 0). Surprisingly, the structure was captured accurately in all resolutions. The error in the results for 86 resolution for the central trial run are spikes that become more pronounced when warped using the floor-image homography.
Figure 8.14: **Top:** Mean error (m) for estimating the lateral position of the robot for three runs in a single corridor. The structure was accurately captured in all three cases. **Bottom:** Mean error (m) for the estimation of the corridor width. There is not much difference in estimation error rates across the different resolutions, and in fact the error drops in some cases for 32x24 and 16x12 sizes due to the removal of noise and artifacts by downsampling.
Figure 8.15: Showing four different resolutions (320 × 240, 80 × 60, 32 × 24 and 16 × 12), with minimalistic geometry estimation for corridor sequences. It can be seen that the results show consistent success across varying resolutions and in some cases better results for the lower resolutions.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

The study of low-resolution images plays an important role in the understanding of visual scenes. Interpretation of scenes for primitive tasks can be accomplished using information obtained from images at exceedingly low-resolutions represented by less than 5000 bits at every frame captured. The ability to understand the elementary properties of an image at lower resolutions may be the key to solving a large number of computer vision tasks at increasingly higher orders of speed. Some standard challenges faced by standard computer vision algorithms such as lack of texture and lack of edges are addressed well by low-resolution techniques. Optimization of speed is also achieved as a result of using low-resolution images that is conducive for systems like hand-held devices and micro-embedded devices which are constrained in memory and processor speed due to miniaturization. Furthermore there is evidence to show that certain processes (peripheral vision) occur in low-resolution in humans motivating the need for developing algorithms in computer vision that can successfully work with low-resolution images.
9.1 Contributions

This work represents a collection of some algorithms that work on exceedingly low-resolution images to provide basic information for indoor robot navigation. The main contributions of this dissertation are listed below:

9.1.1 Autonomous exploration

We have presented a low-resolution vision-based robot exploration system that can navigate down the center of a typical unknown indoor corridor, and turn at the end of the corridor. The exploratory behavior of a mobile robot is modeled by a set of visual percepts that work in conjunction to correct its path in an indoor environment based on different measures. Special emphasis is placed on using low-resolution images for computational efficiency, and on measures that capture information content that cannot be represented using traditional point features and methods. The resultant algorithm enables end-to-end navigation in indoor environments with self-directed decision making at corridor ends, without the use of any prior information or map. The primary contribution of this work is the spatio-temporal compression of image information that is needed for computing navigation parameters of the robot, yielding a high computational efficiency while maintaining robustness.

We throw away 99.75% of spatial information (downsampling) and 80% of temporal information (rapid perception), leading to an algorithm that works on just 0.02% of the information available. The advantage of such information reduction is not only the tremendous computational efficiency which frees processor cycles to perform higher-level tasks such as recognition, but also the proof-of-concept regarding the amount of information needed for a particular task, in the spirit of minimalistic sensing.
9.1.2 Junction classification

We have presented a classification of junction types for indoor environments using information theory. Our approach showed a correlation between image entropy and corridor depth. We show a classifier that it built using entropy values measured as a robot turns at corridor junctions that classifies five different junction types (dead-end, middle, T-junction, L-junction, X-junction) with reasonable accuracy. We extend the concept to unwrapped omnidirectional images and we show that the same algorithm can be used to detect and classify corridors in such images with the added advantage that only a single image is needed at each junction for such a classification. The proposed algorithm was tested on images from several corridors showing the feasibility of using entropy for detecting open corridors.

9.1.3 Minimalistic corridor representation

We have proposed an algorithm to extract a minimalistic geometric representation of a typical indoor corridor environment using low resolution images. Motivated by the “selective degradation hypothesis,” our approach exploits the redundancy of image information in order to extract useful information for mobile robotic tasks with minimal processing. Our algorithm combines two ideas: extracting the wall-floor boundary by combining intensity edges and specular reflection removal, and centerline estimation using a combination of information theoretic cues and bright pixel estimation. Previous approaches for these problems have been extended and modified to facilitate low resolution processing.

The proposed algorithm was tested on images from several different corridors, showing that the accuracy of the estimation of the orientation line or corridor geometry changed very little even when more than 99% of the original information was
discarded by downsampling the image to an extremely low resolution. Our approach can be seen as an exploration into identifying how much information is needed for basic mobile robot tasks such as corridor exploration and navigation. By reducing the resolution required for these basic tasks, the CPU time is freed for other tasks that potentially require higher resolutions and more involved processing.

9.2 Future work

One of the major outcomes of our research endeavor is the presentation of a set of techniques using information theory to identify the optimal resolution needed for robot exploration. The same technique can be used to develop a general methodology for several such applications and new problems in computer vision. Information theory can be used to determine the amount of information needed to perform a specific tasks. Some examples include determining the resolution for automatic target recognition (ATR) and the resolution needed for video transmission.

There is much room for improvement in this line of work. First, all the algorithms are challenged by specular or transparent surfaces, particularly when they dominate the field of view. However, this limitation does not seem to be intrinsic to the reduced amount of information, since a human viewer has no trouble interpreting the low-resolution information. This leads to the question of exploring atypical corridors and environments in which the algorithm currently fails. A potential task could be to tailor the information theoretic measures combined with other measures to achieve autonomous exploration in different indoor structures like atriums, courtyards, lounges, office spaces, labs, and rooms in general, where the general structure of the corridor could change from being long and rectangular to a square room, curved structures, corridors, and so on. Apart from exploration such indoor environments
would also require some sort of dynamic obstacle avoidance. One suggestion would be the use of relative entropy and crude optical flow techniques to detect and avoid obstacles.

Another improvement would be to combine the low-level exploration capabilities of such a robot with high-level recognition algorithms to provide a more detailed sense of the robot’s location within the environment by recognizing landmarks. Ultimately, we believe that minimalistic low-resolution sensing is a promising approach for low-level mobile robot tasks such as navigation and exploration.

We intend to explore the concept of self-similarity for vanishing points over different scales and study the effect of scale both spatially and temporally for robot exploration tasks. Experiments performed with even lower spatial resolutions of $16 \times 12$ and $8 \times 6$ will help establish the spatial limit for different measures. Other future work may involve achieving localization by combining this exploration technique with existing vision based SLAM algorithms. The ultimate goal is to achieve local-global localization by an autonomous navigating robot in an environment-independent manner with strong emphasis on low-resolution and simplicity of the algorithms used.
Appendices
Appendix A

Time-to-contact Relative to a Planar Surface

Horn et al. [29] have described the calculation of time-to-contact using spatial and temporal image derivatives and can be computed using just two frames in a sequence. The system does not use any tracking or calibration. The camera is assumed to be moving perpendicular to a planar surface.

If the distance from the approaching surface is \( Z \), then the time-to-contact is defined as

\[
T = -\frac{Z}{\frac{dz}{dt}}
\]

where \( \frac{dz}{dt} \) is the derivative of the distance with respect to time. According to perspective projection equations, if \( S \) is the length of the cross-section of the approaching planar object and \( s \) is the size of its image, then, \( \frac{f}{S} = \frac{s}{Z} \) where \( f \) is the focal length of the camera, which implies that \( S \frac{dz}{dt} + Z \frac{ds}{dt} = 0 \) (see Figure A.1).
Then $S \frac{dz}{dt} = -Z \frac{ds}{dt}$ which implies that

$$-Z \frac{dz}{dt} = \tau_{TTC} = \frac{S}{\frac{ds}{dt}} \quad (A.1)$$

Considering the brightness constancy assumption of an image $E$, (the brightness of a pixel corresponding to a point on the object does not change with time), we have

$$E(x + \Delta x, y + \Delta y, t + \Delta t) = E(x, y, t)$$

Assuming small motion between successive frames (small $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$), the above can be expanded using first order Taylor’s series to get

$$E_x \frac{dx}{dt} + E_y \frac{dy}{dt} + E_t = 0$$

or

$$uE_x + vE_y + E_t = 0 \quad (A.2)$$

where $u = \frac{dx}{dt}$ and $v = \frac{dy}{dt}$ respectively , $E_x = \frac{\partial E}{\partial x}$ and $E_y = \frac{\partial E}{\partial y}$ are spatial image
brightness derivatives and \( E_t = \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} \) is the temporal brightness derivative.

Once again obtaining perspective projection equations of the camera

\[
\frac{x}{f} = \frac{X}{Z} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{y}{f} = \frac{Y}{Z} \quad (A.3)
\]

where \( X, Y, \) and \( Z \) are coordinates of a point in space and \( x, y \) are corresponding image coordinates. Differentiating equation (A.3) with respect to time, we get

\[
\frac{u}{f} = \frac{U}{Z} - \frac{x W}{f Z} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{v}{f} = \frac{V}{Z} - \frac{y V}{f Z} \quad (A.4)
\]

where \( U, V, W \) are temporal derivatives of \( X, Y, Z \) respectively and represent velocity of the point on the object relative to the camera. \( u, v \) are temporal derivatives of \( x \) and \( y \) (the motion field in the image). Substituting equation (A.3) in equation (A.4), we get

\[
\frac{u}{f} = \frac{U}{Z} - \frac{x}{f} \frac{W}{Z}, \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{v}{f} = \frac{V}{Z} - \frac{y}{f} \frac{V}{Z} \quad (A.5)
\]

which leads to

\[
u = \frac{1}{Z} (fU - xW) \quad \text{and} \quad v = \frac{1}{Z} (fV - yW) \quad (A.6)
\]

Considering the simple case where the translation is perpendicular to the optical axis (see Figure A.2), \( U \) and \( V \) can be set to 0 in equation (A.6).

\[
u = -x \frac{W}{Z} \quad \text{and} \quad v = -y \frac{V}{Z} \quad (A.7)
\]
Substituting equation (A.7) in equation (A.2), we get

\[- \frac{W}{Z} (xE_x + yE_y) + E_t = 0 \]  

(A.8)

or

\[ CG + E_t = 0 \]  

(A.9)

where \( C = -\frac{W}{Z} \) from equation (A.1) and is the inverse of TTC, and \( G = xE_x + yE_y \).

Formulating a least squares method to minimize \( \sum (CG + E_t)^2 \) where the sum is over all pixels of interest, which could be the whole image, we get

\[ \sum (CG + E_t) G = 0 \]

\[ C = \frac{\sum G(x,y)E_t}{-\sum (G(x,y))^2} \]  

(A.10)

It is evident that when \( C \) increases, TTC decreases. Intuitively this explains that as the camera approaches the surface being viewed, the temporal change in brightness values increases rapidly and the spatial change decreases (because when
the object/surface grows bigger, the sum of spatial gradients is lower), and therefore the TTC decreases as the object/surface looms closer to the camera.
Appendix B

Kalman Filter

If we consider a process of a system described by a linear model, in discrete time, we can describe the process state, the input, the measurements and the measurement and process noise. The Kalman filter is a powerful state estimation technique that can then be used to estimate the state (unknown) of the system by using a sequence of measurements and the input. The Kalman filter can produce true values of measurements by predicting a state value, while estimating the uncertainty of the predicted value, and computing a weighted average of the predicted value and the measured value where the weights are associated with the noise covariances in the measurements and the process [28]. For the success of a Kalman filter there are two important assumptions. One is that the process has a linear model. The other is that the noise (measurement and process) have a normal distribution. According to the descriptions of Bishop and Welch [99], the equations of the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time update equations and measurement update equations. The time update equations are responsible for incorporating a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate. The time update equations can be described as predictor equations, and the measurement update equations as corrector
B.1 Kalman filter, matrix notation

This section is described from class notes [28]. We show here for illustration, a two variable state (position and velocity). We will now proceed to show the setting up of the Kalman filter essentials in matrix form that will make it easier to set up the equations. The measurements can be represented as follows (we assume a linear relationship between the state and the measurements).

\[ Y_t = MX_t + N_t \]  

where \( Y_t \) is the measurements, \( X_t \) is the actual state of system (position and velocity) at time \( t \), \( M \) is the observation matrix (the part of system that is observable and this constitutes measurements from different sensing modalities in general) and \( N_t \) Random noise during sensing. In this illustration, only the position was measured at each instance of time.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  y_t \\
  \dot{x}_t
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
  1 & 0 \\
  0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_t \\
  \dot{x}_t
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
  n_t \\
  \dot{n}_t
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

Similarly, the state transition can be written as

\[ X_{t+1} = \Phi X_t + U_t \]  

where \( U_t \) represents the random dynamics between \( t \) and \( t+1 \), \( X_{t+1} \) the actual state of system at time \( t+1 \) and \( \Phi \) is the state transition matrix. We are assuming a
constant velocity model here. The detailed equation is re-written as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{t+1} \\
x_{t+1}'
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & T \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_t \\
x_t'
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
u_t
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(B.4)

where \( u_t \) is the random acceleration during \( t...t+1 \). For simplicity, the dynamic noise during \( T \), is assumed to be zero. This leads us to,

\[ X_{t+1} = \Phi X_t \]  
(B.5)

The filtering equation can be written as

\[ X_{t,t} = X_{t,t-1} + K_t (Y_t - MX_{t,t-1}) \]  
(B.6)

where \( X_{t,t-1} \) is the predicted state from previous measurements, \( X_{t,t} \) is the Kalman filtered state from two estimates, \( K_t \) is the Kalman gain matrix (weighting of estimates). The Kalman gain is calculated at every time step as follows

\[ K_t = S_{t,t-1} + M^T \left[R_t + MS_{t,t-1}M^T \right]^{-1} \]  
(B.7)

where \( S_{t,t-1} \) is the predicted covariance from previous estimates and \( R_t \) observation noise covariance. An estimate of our accuracy at prediction is also calculated at each step. The prediction can be written as

\[ S_{t+1,t} = \Phi S_{t,t} \Phi^T + Q_t \]  
(B.8)
where $Q_t$ dynamic noise covariance. The update of the covariance can be written as:

$$S_{t,t} = [I - K_t M]S_{t,t-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.9)

where $I$ identity matrix.

**B.2 Kalman filter in operation**

The Kalman filter algorithm works in a loop with predict/update calculations at eat time-step. We start by assuming in most cases that the state is unknown. In this illustration, we assume zero position and velocity. The initial prediction is also assumed to be zero (or unknown).

$$X_{0,0} = 0 \quad X_{1,0} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.10)

The measurement noise covariance matrix is known. The measurement noise can be obtained in various ways by observing the measurements for a specific position over a period of time. Assuming a constant velocity model, we have

$$R = [\sigma^2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.11)

The dynamic noise covariance matrix is

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_u^2 \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.12)

where $\sigma_u$ is the dynamic state noise and described the random acceleration in the system. This is in general very difficult to measure and is obtained by tuning the
Kalman filter once the other constants are established.

We initialize $S$, the accuracy of the predictions to the dynamic covariance $Q$ for simplicity.

$$S_{0,0} = S_{1,0} = Q \quad \text{(B.13)}$$

The following steps are repeated in a loop for Kalman filter operation and at the end of each loop $t$ is incremented.

$$K_t = S_{t,t-1}M^T[MS_{t,t-1}M^T + R]^{-1} \quad \text{(B.14)}$$

$$X_{t,t} = X_{t,t-1} + K_t[Y_t - MX_{t,t-1}] \quad \text{(B.15)}$$

$$S_{t,t} = [I - K_tM]S_{t,t-1} \quad \text{(B.16)}$$

$$X_{t+1,t} = \Phi X_{t,t}S_{t+1,1} = \Phi X_{t,t}S_{t,t}\Phi^T + Q_t \quad \text{(B.17)}$$
Appendix C

Visual Detection of Light Sources

In a classic paper Ullman [95] describes six factors that are associated with the detection of light sources in an image and therefore can be used to differentiate it from the specular reflections. This is of enormous importance in indoor environments where reflections occur far too often.

- The highest intensity in the visual field: Ullman states that having the highest intensity in the scene is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for a light source. Reflections and light sources often have the same intensities.

- High absolute intensity value: Pixels associated with a light source need not have high absolute intensity. There are examples of dim lamps viewed against a dark background as an example.

- Local contrast: Local contrast is an important and differentiating factor to be considered for evaluating a point as a light source. The contrast between intensity $I_1$ and intensity $I_2$ can be defined as $\frac{I_1 - I_2}{I_1 + I_2}$, according to Ullman. This happens to be a monotonic function of $\frac{I_1}{I_2}$ indicating how many times a pixel is brighter than another (neighboring pixel).
• Global contrast: Contrast when applied globally in the image compares the brightest and the darkest intensities in the image.

• Intensity compared with the average intensity in the scene: Another factor that has been considered is the influence of changes in average illumination. It was deemed by Ullman that it does not affect the detection rate of light sources.

• Lightness computation: Lightness can be used to differentiate between sharp intensity changes and the gradual intensity changes. In other words intensity gradient along a certain direction can be used to determine the presence of a light source. Sharp intensity changes signify the presence of a light source.

It can be seen from the discussion of the factors that the only two factors which play a role in determining the light sources are ‘contrast’ and ‘lightness’.
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